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Welcome to 2013! By the time this goes to print I expect that most , if not all would have returned to work and are out in the sunny weather busy with the normal summer testing workloads.
Seems like just yesterday that we were all at the CETANZ conference, sheltering from the rain
and wind in Auckland, talking about the tough year ahead.
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Many of the labs I have spoken to recently have reported that they have been busy, but not too
hectic over the December and January period.
The general mood seems positive, but most don’t predict a quick economic recovery, particularly
in our sector.
So what are the economists saying?
Gradual slow recovery expected for the next 2 to 3 years.
During this slow recovery, jobs and income growth will be modest, businesses will invest
only cautiously and interest rates will stay low at least until 2014. Global growth is weak
and volatile, as the world is still dealing with the GFC and sovereign debt crises.

“Our industry will be challenged to become more
efficient, use more of the
latest technology, improve
our methods, standards
and specifications”

NZ unemployment ~6.0% in March 2014 and 5.8% in March
2015.
NZ wage growth weak – will stay below 3.0% till 2015.
Weak net migration.
Some lift in borrowing but caution about debt remains.
Spare capacity and discounting will keep inflation below 2%pa
over the next 12 to 18 months.
Non residential building looking patchy and government spending keeping underlying activity weak till end of 2013.
Some increase in residential construction in Auckland and Christchurch, but weak income
growth will limit activity in other regions.
Local councils defer roading, sewage and water upgrades where possible.
Businesses are gradually repaying back debt which is reducing future risks for the economy.
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From the Chair Continued...
Obviously in some regions we will see some extremes, but for the most part I expect lab life to improve.
Looking forward, our industry will be challenged to become more efficient, use more of the latest technology, improve
our methods, standards and specifications. To this end the CETANewZ will endeavour to keep you up to date with all
that is going on over the coming months.
If you would like to know more or you would like to get involved, CETANZ members are welcome to join us in any of our
next management committee, technical group or careers and events group meetings.
Please check out the new CETANZ calendar on the website for dates and contact us here at info@cetanz.org.nz if you
would like to come along or help out.
I look forward to working with you all on the various challenges and issues ahead.

Jayden Ellis
Chair - CETANZ
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From the Editor...
The average monthly rainfall for Auckland in January is 90mm, but for the Jafa’s the start of 2013 has been extremely
dry, producing a measly 6mm. I know this issue resonates with much of the country and in fact on the radio this morning, I hear many farms, particularly in the Waikato, are becoming desperate. Whilst this weather is not great for farmers, it is for those of us who spend time on earthworks based projects and fieldwork.
Speaking of fieldwork, I see that more and more sites require almost complete coverage of the skin, which means full
length shirts and trousers. With the current warm weather this means things will continue to heat up so it’s important
to keep drinking water and eating well if you spend time on these sites. From what I’m lead to believe, for most sites
in Australia this is compulsory for all site visitors so it’s only a matter of time before this becomes standard in New
Zealand. In some ways it could be then end of the iconic kiwi contractor wearing a black singlet, stubbies and a pair of
John Bulls.
Throughout the year, if you think you’d like to add something to this newsletter please get in touch with me. We are
always on the search for new, fresh content and it’s one of the hardest things to get hold of. Most people are too shy
or modest to put something forward, but I strongly encourage it. It’s a good way to get recognised by your peers and
an easy way to contribute to CETANZ. Even if it’s a piece on someone’s 40th birthday lunch shout – we want to hear
it!
Finally, further to what Jayden has said in his update from the chair, you are more than welcome to come along to
one of the four committee meetings held each year. This is a good insight to see how
we operate, what we plan and how we are going. What’s more, if you’re lucky there
may be some subway floating around but only if you are quick enough to beat me to it!
Just get in touch with Brigitte bsargent@geotechnics.co.nz and she will let you know
when and where and how to get there.
All in all I wish you a prosperous 2013 and I hope to see you all in your place of work
as I make my way throughout the country this year
Michael McGlynn
Editor - CETANZ

Entries to MMcGlynn@geotechnics.co.nz for your chance to win movie passes
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Slope controls on the formation of the weak rock Mangapapa Landslide Dam.
S. De Vilder¹² and M.A. Brideau²
¹Tonkin & Taylor Ltd, Newmarket
²Geology Programme, School of Environment, University of Auckland, New Zealand
The Mangapapa landslide dam is a large rotational slide in the weak rock hill country to the west of the Rangitikei Valley, North Island, New Zealand. It has dammed a headwater of the Mangapapa River, during the
February 2004 precipitation storms which affected the lower North Island. Investigation of the deposit in
2011 shows that the dam has been breached, with a deep erosive channel cut through the deposit. However, a lake of approximately the same size as when first formed in 2004 remains. The study was undertaken
to analyse the triggers and mechanisms of failure which resulted in the Mangapapa landslide dam.

The methodology used an integrated approach of field investigations, laboratory strength testing, and modelling analysis. The field investigation involved traditional engineering geological mapping including the Geological Strength Index (GSI), combined with terrestrial photogrammetry. The discontinuity pattern of the site
is complex, however kinematic analysis reveals that flexural toppling is a possible mechanism of failure for
the hillslope. Computer modelling involving limit equilibrium method of slices technique was carried out to
determine the contributing factors for the slope failure. The strength of the rock material was determined
using the cone indenter, and combined with field observations to determine the equivalent rock mass
strength parameters used in the limit equilibrium models. A full strength and residual strength model were
created, with slope failure only occurring in the residual strength model at high water pore pressures. It is
proposed that the mechanism of flexural toppling weakened the rock mass, with the 2004 storm event
providing the final trigger for failure.

Introduction
The Mangapapa landslide dam is a weak rock landslide located in the hill country north west of Mangaweka, Rangitikei
Valley, Manawatu-Wanganui (Figure 1). It formed during the intense February 2004 rainstorms which affected the lower
North Island. The intensity and distribution of landsliding in this storm exceeded the amount caused by Cyclone Bola,
with some places receiving four to six times their average February rainfall (Hancox and Wright, 2005; NIWA, 2004).
The storm is one of the most severe and expensive storms in recent New Zealand history, with the resultant flooding
and slope instability causing $300 million dollars of damage (Dymond et al., 2006; Hancox and Wright, 2005). The
Mangapapa landslide is a large rotational sliding failure with an approximate volume of 200,000m³, which has formed a
small dam at the headwaters of the Mangapapa River. Field investigation has revealed an erosive channel has cut
through the dam deposit. Aerial imagery reveals that the dam was breached before January 2005. However a small
lake is still impounded and is roughly the same size as when first formed. There is ongoing slope instability with tension
cracks observed at the top and sides of the headscarp. This study was undertaken to analyse the factors which lead to
the initiation and likely mechanism of failure mode of the landslide.
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Figure 1: Location map of the Mangapapa landslide dam. The red star represents the location of the dam, with the red squares
indicating the position of towns near the landslide.

Figure 2: Photos of the landslide (A) and the resultant lake (B). Photo A displays both the headscarp and boulder field of the
deposit. The top of the headscarp has an elevation of 595m, with the lake situated at an elevation of 501m. Photo B is taken
looking down the valley and toward the landslide dam, with the headscarp just visible on the right hand side. Notice the small
delta forming at the lake inlet, at the bottom right hand corner of the photo.

Geology
The Mangapapa landslide occurred in Mangaweka Mudstone – described by Thompson (1982) as a 500m thick blue-grey nonconcretionary massive slightly sandy mudstone. It forms part of the newly named Paparangi group, described as a massive
mudstone and concreting sandstone unit (Figure 3). This forms part of the Rangitikei super-group which was deposited during
the middle Pliocene –Pleistocene period in the Wanganui Basin (Kamp et al., 2004). The eastern edge of the Wanganui Basin
(where the landslide is situated) has experienced gentle uplift since the Pleistocene (Kamp et al., 2004; Pillans, 1990). Three
active fault structures are recorded on the GNS active fault database (2011); Mataroa, Taihape, and Rangitikei faults. The area
has experienced low to medium magnitude earthquakes since records began.
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Figure 3: Geologic map of the hill country west of Mangaweka. The location of the landslide is indicated by the red arrow.
The Rangitikei River can be seen in the bottom left hand corner (Lee et al., 2012).

Rock mass
The rock mass properties of the outcrop were described using the geological strength index (GSI) and the New Zealand
Geotechnical Society Guidelines (2005). The GSI chart is an easy and effective visual assessment of the rock mass properties, which was developed in 1994 to provide a system of rock mass characterization for jointed rock masses (Marinos
et al., 2005). The surface conditions and structure of the rock mass are appraised and then a range of GSI values are
given for an outcrop. The rock mass of the Mangapapa landslide and surrounding vicinity is moderately weathered, very
weak with small to large polyhedral blocks resulting from exfoliation fracturing. Outcrops are commonly characterised by
slabbing and slaking, and concretions are found throughout the rock mass. The Mangaweka Mudstone can be described
as having good to fair surface conditions and blocky to very blocky rock structure. This gives a GSI range of 50-65, shown
in Figure 4. The unconfined compressive strength of the Mangaweka Mudstone was estimated using the cone indenter.
This instrument measures the resistance to indentation by a hardened tungsten carbide core (NCB, 1977), by recording
the amount of indentation that occurs before the sample fractures, and resulting deflection caused by fracturing. This
method gave an average estimate of 2.7Mpa unconfined compressive strength for the Mangaweka Mudstone, consistent
with field estimates.
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Figure 4: GSI Chart displaying the range of values from 50-65 as found at the outcrops of the Mangapapa landslide dam and
surrounding rock mass (modified from Marinos et al., 2005).

Discontinuities
Terrestrial photogrammetry is a technique which creates 3D photographic models of rock outcrops, and allows discontinuity
measurements to be recorded from these models (Sturzenegger and Stead, 2009). It involves taking two digital photos from
different angles of a target on the rock slope. These camera positions and the target on the rock slope are surveyed using
high precision RTK GPS to allow the models to be georeferenced, and therefore discontinuity measurements made from
them. It is useful for surveying discontinuities at a larger scale than possible with compass measurements, and at hazardous and inaccessible outcrops (Sturzenegger and Stead, 2009). At the Mangapapa landslide four 3D models of the inaccessible headscarp were created (a model is shown in Figure 5), and combined with compass measurement from rock outcrops
in the vicinity of the landslide dam. The resultant discontinuity pattern was complex with many shallow angle discontinuities
being a result of surface stress unloading and weathering due to removal of material at the surface. Four sets were defined –
all high angle joints at 86°/354°; 83°/316°; 78°/091°; and 86°/063° set orientations. Kinematic analysis was undertaken at the
Mangapapa landslide to determine if there were structural controls on failure. Wedge failure is not possible at Mangapapa,
and there is negligible chance of planar sliding occurring. However a substantial concentration of poles fall within the toppling region (Figure 6). It is probable that this toppling occurred as flexural toppling.
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Figure 5: Two dimensional images of a 3D photo
model of the headscarp of the landslide, created from
two 50mm lens photographs.

Figure 6: Stereonet displaying kinematic analysis for toppling
failure. The black box defines the toppling region, with the red
boxes defining the discontinuity sets.

Flexural toppling
Adhikary et al. (1997) defines flexural toppling as failure involving the bending of rock columns formed by a single set of closely spaced, steeply dipping discontinuities (Figure 7).
These columns bend forward under their own weight and transfer their load to underlying columns until failure occurs. However, the mechanism of flexural toppling, i.e. how do the rock columns bend, is poorly understood, as it is common for there
to be no discontinuities to form basal failure planes (Adhikary et al., 1997). A lower angle discontinuity was observed in the
field, but not picked up in the terrestrial photogrammetry analysis. This may form a basal rupture surface. It may have
formed when the columns bend and steepen existing cross joints, or form hinge surfaces (Cruden, 1989; Nichol et al., 2002).
Therefore this possible rupture surface identified in the field may represent a cross-joint or hinge surface. Cruden and
Varnes (1996) state that sliding occurs in when the accumulated overturning of the columns steepens the cross-joints
enough for sliding to be possible. These cross-joints or hinge surfaces provide rupture surfaces for rotational slides (Nichol
et al., 2002), which is what the morphology of the Mangapapa landslide represents. This type of toppling is a retrogressive
failure, with movement occurring at the toe of the slope, and moving up the slope with the development of deep tension
cracks (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). This type of failure increases the secondary permeability of the rock mass, resulting in a
decreased rock mass strength.
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Figure 7: Schematic of the mechanism of flexural toppling

Modelling
Limit equilibrium method of slices technique was used to analyse the stability of the hillslope pre-failure. This modelling was
used to determine the factor of safety of the slope, and the critical slip surface (which has the lowest factor of safety). Two
base models were created with different rock mass strengths: a full strength and residual strength model. The rock mass
properties were defined using Mohr-Coulomb parameters, which were in turn defined using an estimate of the unconfined
compressive strength, GSI and Mi of the Mangaweka mudstone. The initial factor of safety for the full strength model was
1.63 (obtained using Morgenstern and Price method), with increasing pore pressure (defined as Ru – pore pressure ratio)
decresing the factor of safety to 1.28. The residual strength model starts with a factor of safety of 1.24, and fails at high water pore pressures (shown in Figure 8)

Figure 8: The residual strength rock mass model with a Ru
value of 0.3 results in slope failure.

Dam Stability
Landslide dams are a common but complex geomorphic phenomenon, which present direct and indirect mass movement
hazards. Costa and Schuster (1988) analysed 225 landslide dams and determined that 50% of dams fail within 10 days of
formation, and 90% failed within a year of formation. Research on landslide dams has concentrated on defining the parameters and properties which control the stability of the dams (Casagli et al., 2003; Costa and Schuster, 1988; Dong et al., 2009;
Ermini and Casagli, 2003; Korup, 2002, 2004, 2005; Mandrone et al., 2007). Several indices and equations have been developed to quickly and successfully predict the stability of the dams - based on the geomorphology of the dams (Ermini and
Casagli, 2003; Korup, 2004). These equations were used to assess the stability of the Mangapapa landslide dam. They pro-
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vided varying responses – with the classification ranging from stable to unstable. This highlights the ambiguity and the oversimplification of important variables in these equations (Dunning et al., 2005). These indices have a ‘black-box’ approach,
simply classifying dams as either stable or unstable (Dunning et al., 2005). It is interesting to note that the Mangapapa landslide is still impounding a lake, which is above the level of the drainage channel. This is similar to the Young River Landslide
Dam, in the South Island which also formed a ‘stable’ channel after initial overtopping (Massey et al., 2011). It is possible
that this dam remnant may erode away or be overtopped again, and the lake level may be lowered.

Conclusion
The Mangapapa landslide represents a case study of flexural toppling in a very weak rock mass. It was the weakness of the
intact rock mass which allowed flexural toppling to occur. The steep toppling discontinuity set of the headscarp had an adverse orientation with respect to the slope aspect of the Managapapa hill. This toppling discontinuity led to an increased degradation of the weak strength Mangaweka Mudstone, by enhancing the secondary permeability along defects, and thus the
percolation of water and associated weathering and chemical degradation of the joints. The 2004 storm event provided the
final trigger for slope failure. The mechanism of instability was a flexural toppling circular failure, creating the rotational slide
morphology of the Mangapapa headscarp. There was strong correlation and agreement between the story told by the structural information and limit equilibrium modelling. The Mangapapa landslide dam has been breached with an erosive channel
formed through the deposit; however it still impounds a lake. The dam probably has been breached more than once, and
therefore does not fit the simple categories of stable and unstable dams defined by the geomorphic indices. It is possible
that the dam may be breached again, lowering the lake level.
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The CETANZ conference of 2012 dawned the beginning of a new tradition, the inaugural John Evans
Award, which is contested by all presenters at every CETANZ conference and presented to the best
judged paper and or presentation.
John Evans sadly passed in early 2010 and will be remembered by CETANZ for his efforts as a
founding member of CETANZ and playing an intrical part of the success that CETANZ has enjoyed to
date.
John worked in the industry for 45 years which involved working in the Ministry of Works days in Turangi, the Kaimai tunnel project, Huntly power station and later in his career, the OPUS laboratory on
Auckland’s North Shore.
John was totally committed to the industry and had a wide range of knowledge on a number of areas
which include a vast amount of practical and theoretical wisdom. He was well known for developing
young staff and was very committed to ensuring that the future of his industry was enriched with anything he could pass on. Most notably, late in his career he was a key leader in developing the recently
commissioned laboratory qualification.
A long-time colleague and good friend of John’s was Dave Hotham who had the pleasure of presenting the award to its first recipient, Paul Burton. Paul presented on Post-earthquake site investigations,
Christchurch September 2010.
Well done Paul and the CETANZ committee look forward to awarding the next recipient at the 2014
conference.

